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 more “All-time Gaffes or Howlers” - part 7

 Gaffes – part 7  – a guide to a correct understanding of various Sahaja Yoga Topics
Collectivity - Only in collectivity maturity starts. Is a living process. The greatest

law of Sahaja Yoga is that it is a Collective Happening, the work of Shri Adi Shakti.
Sahaja Yogis – Are there, for the Adi Shakti to reveal the Truth to the whole world

A  scent   - Once you ascend, the whole Cosmos can look after your problems. Your
Kundalini has all the powers to make you the highest of highest. There are no limits 
Vision - It is a very big vision I have… & that vision can be done through you people.
Complimentary - in Sahaja Yoga, two opposites must meet… to be good Sahaja Yogis
Sh  ri Adi Shakti   - The Devi, the Goddess, Who integrates and unites everything 
Correction – Now we need to correct the problems that we all have discovered

Home Now no More for now - & that is a promise!
So to continue with this new and possibly the last part, No 7, we have 7 more items,

and right at the top of this list is “Collectivity”, which Collectivity is the work of Shri Adi
Shakti  only,  because  it  exists  at  Sahastrara.  If  we  cannot  be  collective,  or  enjoy
collectivity, then there is something wrong with us. 

Apologies to all the ‘now quite many’ newer Sahaja Yogis’, who have quite unwittingly
taken on board all this misinformation, without realising its proper significance. We will be
attempting to rectify the situation with this report. 

This corrigendum is aimed at the host of newbies coming to Sahaja Yoga globally each
and every day and week throughout the year, for each and every year in the calendar. If
there  is  no  attempt  to  oversee  and  where  necessary  correct  the  multitude  of
misconceptions  that  are  brought  by  each  and  every-one  who  comes  afresh  to  our
Collective,  from a  whole  range  of  unlikely  sources,  then  often  a  whole  host  of  quite
bizarre and sometimes quite weird ideas, do propagate, and then the Huge Advantage of
being tutored by the most highly placed of Authorities, no other than The Adi Shakti
Herself would be lost to all who sincerely want to rise to the topmost of positions that
you can possibly imagine, with all the rewards that will accrue too.

If we pick up on these errors & rectify them as a matter of some urgency, we stand a
good chance of fully recovering the situation, and fully pleasing Shri Mataji.

(Look to the top right corner of the Pitfalls page for the links to the 
All-Time Gaffes/Howlers, and to the top left for a link to the 

autobiographical ‘Sprinkler story’.
 [They are also shown elsewhere but mainly behind the Main “Index” link in the

 ‘Quick Access Links’  bar, then look beneath “RESEARCH” and then also behind 
the ABC (for newcomers) link & then look towards the top of the page)

It is perhaps best to start off with the ‘Quick Access Links’ bar that is located 
near the bottom of the HomePage

“http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/jsmsy”
This Website would be best bookmarked on every Sahaja Yogi’s Desktop

for constantly available & easy reference.  ✔✔✔ Mar 2019

http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/SV_Web/SahajVidya/0_Files_SahajVidya/C/Collectivity.pdf
http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/jsmsy
http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/SV_Web/SahajVidya/0__1_SahajVidya_HP/001_HOMEPAGE_GMF.htm
http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/SV_Web/SahajVidya/0_Files_SahajVidya/C/Correction.pdf
http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/SV_Web/SahajVidya/0_Files_SahajVidya/A/Adi_Shakti.pdf
http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/SV_Web/SahajVidya/0_Files_SahajVidya/A/Adi_Shakti.pdf
http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/SV_Web/SahajVidya/0_Files_SahajVidya/C/Complimentary.pdf
http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/SV_Web/SahajVidya/0_Files_SahajVidya/U_V/Vision.pdf
http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/SV_Web/SahajVidya/0_Files_SahajVidya/A/Ascent.pdf
http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/SV_Web/SahajVidya/0_Files_SahajVidya/A/Ascent.pdf
http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/SV_Web/SahajVidya/0_Files_SahajVidya/S/Sahaja_Yogis.pdf

